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ABSTRACT 

A simple leolin'Mpir for measuring the superconducting 

critical temperature of small (»10iig) samples is described. The 

apparatus is built in the form of a probe, which can be introduced 

directly into a liquid He storage dewar and permits the 

determination of the critical temperature, with an imprecision 

of i 0.05 K above 4.2 K, in about 10 minutes. 
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A simple bridge for the inductive defection of super

conductivity has been described by R.J.Soulen, J.F.Schooley and 

G.A.Evans, consisting essentially of a lock-in amplifier, a 

low temperature (measuring) and a high temperature (reference) 

mutual inductance, a variable resistance (helipot) and a 

variable decade capacitor. In combination with different 

superconducting standard samples this bridge offers several 

fixed points, defined within + 1 mK, for thermometry. 

Together with a calibrated Ge-thermometer, this bridge 

is now widely used for the inverse problem, the determination 



«>1 :;ii|M'j i*'>iiihii t iu«i «-•litifíl t rmperaturr-!;. For thir. í-:ect>nõ 

purpose, further simplifications of the bridge are proposed in 

this article. The bridge is built strictly symmetrically, 

with two identical low-temperature mutual inductances, which 

can be used at convenience as measuring and as (to the 

calibrated thermometer complementary) reference mutual 

2 
inductances, containing superconducting reference samples. 

In this case the decade capacitor is no longer necessary and 

the balance of the bridge becomes much easier (only by the 

hclipot). 

Furthermore, when the determination of the 

superconducting critical temperature is needed with a precision 

of + 0.05 K, this apparatus can be built as a probe which can 

be introduced directly into a liquid He storage dewar, at 

variable distance above the liquid He level. This permits the 

determination of superconducting critical temperatures above 

4.2 K in only about 10 minutes. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the bridge, which is excited 

directly by the reference channel R (-0.5V) of a lock-in amplifier 

(PAR 2Ah ', preamplifier 116 in transformer mode), r being a 

circuit matching resistance (600ft). The probe F (within the 

dotted line) consists only of the two mutual inductances and a Gc— 

thermometer (not shown in Fig.l). The bridge is balanced by the 

lelipot H (10 turns, total resistance 500ft) and the signal S is 

detected by the lock-in amplifier at a frequency of about 10 Hz. 

Fig. 2 shows the probe schematically, which consists 



essentially of a copper rod (fixed on a tube of low thermal 

conductivity material) of about 50 mm length and 12.5 mm diameter, 

with two transverse holes, where the two mutual inductances are 

located. The relative orientation of the two mutual 

inductances is antiparallel and the two holes are connected by 

a slit, in order to avoid induced eddy currents in the Cu-rod. 

Temperature measurements are performed by a Ge-thermometer, 

fixed inside the slit, between the two mutual inductances. A 

cap of an outer diameter of 15 mm (not shown in Fig.2) is 

loosely screwed over the probe in order to protect it against 

temperature instabilities due to the external convection flow 

of the He gas, but permitting gas exchange. 

The mutual inductances have a length of 3 mm and inner 

and outer diameters of 2 and 6 mm respectively. The signal 

(inner) and excitation (outer) coils consist of about 120 and 

290 turns each and are wound with Cu wire of 0.14 mm diameter. 

The measurements are very simple. The probe is 

introduced into a liquid He storage dewar,- first well above the 

liquid He.level. A momentary He-gas pressure increase is 

observed, but a few minutes later, when the pressure is again 

normal, the probe can be lowered slowly further and 

eventually introduced into the liquid He. By operating the 

probe in this way, no significant liquid He consumption was ever 

detected. The superconducting transition can be observed 

directly on the meter of the lock-in amplifier, checking 

simultaneously the voltage on the Ge-thermometer, or both 



signals can be observed on a x-y recorder. Samples of special 

interest can be measured once in the upper mutual inductance 

and once in the lower, adopting the mean value as the real 

critical temperature. The superconducting transitions of 

hundreds of Nh-Al and Nb-Au samples, produced by condenser 

discharger have been measured with this probe which permitted 

much saving of time and liquid He. 

Recent preliminary experiments in collaboration with 

Prof. Enrico Mattievich showed that this simple instrument 

may also be very useful (when used in quadrature) for the 

observation of paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transitions. 

The authors are indebted to R.C. Middle ton for reading the 

manuscript and the instituions CNPq, FINEP and CEPG for 

financial support. 
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Figure Captions 

Pig. 1 - The circuit of the bridge is shown. The low 

temperature probe P (within the dotted line), 

consisting of two identical mutual inductances is 

exited by the reference channel R of a lock-in amplifier; 

r is a circuit matching resistance. The bridge is 

balanced by a helipot H and the signal S is detected 

by the lock-in amplifier. 

Pig. 2 - The low temperature probe is schematically shown. 

A: Low thermal conductivity tube; B: Thread for the cap; 

C: Mutual inductances; D: Ge-thermometer; £: Cu-support. 

The sample S is placed in the mutual inductance as shown. 

S' is an eventually used reference sample. 
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